Dealing with Resentment, Advice from Jimmy P
Paul N.
I was struggling terribly with a resentment. Two years earlier my dad had held a gun to my mom and fired… Thank God she survived.
I had what I call “a justified resentment” And the resentment was hurting me terribly…
Every day of my life the knot in my stomach was getting worse and worse.
I did not want to deal with it, I did not want to write about it, I was just stuck.
Right about that time a member of NA was in the last stages, suffering liver disease.
His name was Jimmy P.
I learned that he was at Holy Cross hospital. At that time I lived in Mission Hills which is very close. Although we were not really in
the same circle, we did know each other and I decided to go and see him.
I went to holy Cross that day and found him in his bed and no one else was there. We began to talk and I shared with Jimmy my resentment. After I shared my resentment with him, he sat up in the bed and told me “this is what you’re going to do “. You’re going to
pray for your dad and ask God to give him the same things that you want in your life.
I left the hospital that day and felt that Jimmy had really sacrificed for me by sharing such beautiful things at that point in his life. So
I started doing that… I asked God to give my dad freedom from fear, resentment, give him good health and everything I wanted for
myself in my life. Jimmy died two days later. I told myself I was going to do it, if for no other reason, for Jimmy, because he had
been willing to give me this solution on his last days.
I will tell you the first six or seven days I did not mean anything that I was asking God for; but after a little over a week something
happened.
I didn’t mean it and I didn’t not mean it. After two weeks or so Of asking God for these things, I realized that I meant it. The resentment has been gone from that day to this and I will forever be grateful for Jimmy P.
.Reflections

on 33 years in recovery
Pam T. 10-13-86

Wow; 33 years of “one day at a time.” It’s true; I have not used any mind-altering narcotic, have not had a drink of alcohol, have
taken no pain pills other than two prescriptions for 2 c-sections; no needles, no hangovers, no tracks on my arms, none of it. God
took it all away when I surrendered to the program of Narcotics Anonymous
on October 13, 1986. I have completed a college degree, been gainfully
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employed, purchased a home, gotten married, given birth twice, buried a
husband and mother, and as I sit here today, what I am most grateful for is
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the love of family and friends and the joy I get in living in the 12 th step.
What I learned in my first year clean was really all that I needed to know to
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stay clean and the advice was simple and sound; Take it one day at a time;
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suit up and show up to meetings and life; take responsibility for your part,
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stay on your own side of the street, be honest, get a sponsor, work the steps
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and be of service to others. The fact that in the ensuing years I learned so
much about myself from inventories and character defect writing, learned
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how to say “I was wrong, I’m sorry”, practiced at examining my day for
4) Stuck
Kendle R.
offenses and clean up, got connected to a power greater than myself and
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keep on giving it away -only enhanced my recovery, brought additional
freedoms and the ability to soar beyond my wildest dreams. So grateful that
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I learned to keep coming back. Thank you NA!
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Talk About -Being Powerless ... by Joanne S
How can body parts move without my wanting them to? Imagine waking up one day to involuntary body movement. No matter how hard I tried to keep my head still, my neck twisted painfully to the side and dipped to my left
shoulder. Thank God I had a strong foundation and many years clean when my neck disconnected from my brain. I
won't go into the specific parts of the brain that causes involuntary movement since I'm trying to keep this story
light...yeah right. Let's just say that Linda Blair had nothing on me. I could no longer walk without bumping into
walls and people. Forget about food shopping. I knocked down displays and food items because I couldn't turn my
head to the right to see. I couldn't drive, couldn't aim food in my mouth because my head jerked around. Did I
mention the excruciating pain? I had to literally hold my head in place to function.
This went on for about a year until my neurologist was able to improve my condition by about 50%. Progress
not perfection.
I was independent and not the type to ask for
help, but I had no choice. A few life saving friends shopped for me and helped me to adopt a cat so that I had company since I rarely left the house. They were on call at 3am when I wanted to kill myself. God wouldn't give me
more than I could handle but I think he made a faux pas this time.
Nobody in the program had a neurological movement disorder that I was aware of. I got very tired of hearing, "I
can't even imagine what you're going through." My disorder was paramount, and recovery took a back seat. I
prayed the day away but was obsessed with undergoing treatments. A cure never came. Friends took me to meetings after a while and meeting after meetings I cried myself into a boredom- induced stupor.
Eventually I decided to resume recovery and sponsored women who were also homebound or incarcerated. Then
as time passed, I realized that I was still the same person pre-disorder. I worked steps, utilized tools and decided
that I would be a role model of strength, more compassion for self and others. I was not my neck.
Currently, I sponsor many women who understand my struggles. Some have health issues and I can relate to
them all. It's not easy to find others who have lived the depression, anxiety and hopelessness from a disorder
that came out of the blue. My understanding loving live-in boyfriend (yes, I dated with this disorder) and I have
created a safe space in our house so that I can work from home (different career) and listen to step work and
hold sponsee meetings - in a high backed swivel chair. I have some very rough days but I also have good days when
I can travel after neuro treatments. I can attend 2-3 meetings a week now, even if I have to rest my head against
a wall to stabilize it. I have hope of many more good days and eventually a cure. My recovery
comes
first and I'm no different from anyone else. We all have our stuff

TOTAL ABSTINENCE IS TOTAL FREEDOM by Pam T.
One of the first concepts I learned in attending NA meetings was the concept of total abstinence. I was truly
surprised when I heard in meetings that this was the NA way. Really? What problem could using be, if I was able to get
it under control? I truly believed that my problem was only that my using would “get our of control” and if I could just
find a way to deal with that, then I would have all the answers that I needed to keep my life from constantly spiraling
out of control.
NA had news for me. It seems that the problem was not the last fix, it was the first and I was told if I would just
take responsibility for that first one, then a loving God would take care of all the rest. I had never heard such a thing,
and I really needed to think that one over because at first it made no sense to me. But, after a 6 year run, with little relief in between and a life that was clearly out of control, I had to take a step of faith and believe what I was hearing. Besides, I was hearing it from people who I believed had been in the same shape I was – hopeless, desperate. So, I trusted
that process and although I could not imagine a life without drugs, I was relieved to hear that if I could keep my mind
from running too far ahead of myself, and simply apply the principal of “one day at a time” then total abstinence was
not as difficult to achieve as I thought it was. I was glad that someone told me that, so I could reduce how overwhelmed
I felt when I first got to the rooms.
That process, along with all the 12 steps and tools of this program has continued to work for me one day at a
time since October 13,1986. Color me grateful and clean for 33 years.
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GREAT MEETINGS IN NEED OF SUPPORT
Meeting
Place
Day & time
1735 Hale St. near Western ave and San Fernando rd Sunday 7:30 pm
Spirit of St Joe's
One of the oldest meetings in San Fernando Valley (not to be confused with the Hope meeting at St Joes Hospital). Great
Speakers . Members meet at Del Taco afterwards to fellowship and get to know each other better. Last Sunday potluck
Denny’s near havenhurst and Sherman way
Friday 10 pm
Hungry for Recovery
AN addict looking for something to do on Friday night, look no further. Enjoy a meal and listen to great speakers.

The Gift of Today

15453 Rayen Street North Hills

Thursday 6pm

Radford Hall

Sunday 7:30 pm

Open Speaker/Participation.

Sunday Solutions

One of the oldest meetings in San Fernando Valley. Great Speakers . Members meet at Del Taco afterwards to fellowship
and get to know each other better.
10641 Burbank Blvd

Unit NA

Thursday 7:30pm

Awesome speakers. 8:00 means you don't have to rush after work to get to your meeting.

A Vision for Your Future with NA by Dale Lozier
Like laying out a map to plan a trip, expanding my vision means seeing the full spectrum beyond the present in anticipation of greater
prospects.
I was sitting here reading George Bernard Shaw who said: "Life isn't about finding yourself. Life is about creating yourself." Life is a creation -- a gift we can build and shape and alter as we please? As we busily create, do we have a clear vision of what we're molding? Can we
see the finished product in our mind's eye? Or are we halfheartedly adding pieces to the puzzle day by day, hoping something might fit?
The majority of us take life as it comes (Well, that’s true for me). More focused on approaching events and current situations, I often fail
to think in the long term. And that's understandable, because the present is what affects me now. But broadening my vision leads to
the entirety of being. I think of cooking a meal. Before I even begin, I have an understanding of the final result. I know what I’m making,
what ingredients to add, in what order, and the cooking time. If I were to cook without knowing these steps, I would end up with anything but a good meal. Similarly, if I try to create the life I want without knowing what steps to take, I'll live constantly falling short of my
dreams. I realize that all visions become reality as a result of three factors: creativity, perseverance, and actions.
We at NA hope you will take these three words into 2020 in expectation of a greater and greater outcome.
The word vision comes from the Latin visionem, meaning wisdom. “Having a vision is having the wisdom to see past certain events in
expectation of a greater outcome.” - Wikipedia

Christmas in Prison by Dale Lozier
I am not only the editor /chairperson for the Never alone newsletter, but I also do a newsletter for the incarcerated. This was my Christmas message to them because NA is alive and well in prison.
One must remember the reason for the season. There is no better place to do that, than in prison. There are no presents or Christmas
trees, no stockings or egg-nog before the fire. No carol's or snowball fights. Just thousands of women and men who are homesick, for
the holidays with their families.
People have said that they "find God" when they go to prison. While it is true that God is everywhere, being "inside" gives us an opportunity to slow down and realize his presence. The everyday things that we take for granted "out there", seem miraculous to us, "in
here".
The gifts we get are not wrapped in beautiful paper, it’s when you hear your name at mail call, or somebody spends all day to draw you a
picture, make you a card, or write you a poem. It's when someone takes the time to smile at you, pats you on the back, and wishes you a
Merry Christmas. (You know what it took for them to make that effort, and you know they really mean it) It's the 2nd or 3rd time worn,
hand me down tennis shoes, given to you because you don't have any and can't afford to buy them. It's the cup of hot chocolate handed
to you on a cold winter morning (and then you find out it was their last one). It's the book, finally put into your hand that you've been
waiting to read.
Have a happy holiday. Take it one day at a time, The NA message is most important during this season, so carry it with love.
If nobody told you that you are loved today, just know that you are and we of San Fernando NA are waiting to welcome you home.
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~Stuck~

.

BY Kendall R
Everything breaks my...
so I’m hiding in the dark night of my spirit afraid to even say
what might break
I know how to disappear
how to dim my shine, but I wont I’ll just keep hiding in plain
sight
I’m like the cowardly lion
I need to find what’s already inside but everything breaks my...
Anxiety gnaws at me in the night until by day, I’m sleepwalking
I feel stuck, beaten, bloated, swollen, but I look damn good
except to the few who know me
Thank God for my Angels on earth who guide me and say
“Baby girl, that’s heavy, leave what’s heavy behind”
But I’m just here in the borderland teetering between the dark
night and home
too scared to make a move and too scared not to because everything breaks my heart.

CLEAN DATES
Mark G.
2/15/89
31 years
Ronda Brigs 2/24/04
16 years
Jorge Gausso 3/16/19
1year
Congratulations on your achievements

January through March 2020
January
2
Freedom Behind the Walls Subcommittee 7:00
pm
3
Convention Subcommittee 7:00 pm
4
Website Subcommittee 12:15 pm
5
Phone Lines Subcommittee 11:00 am
Public Information Subcommittee 12:00 pm
6
Hospitals and Institutions Subcommittee 7:30 pm
12
SFV Area Service Committee 2:00 pm
19
SFV Activities Subcommittee 5:00 pm

February
1
2
4
7
8
9
16

Website Subcommittee 12:15 pm
Phone Lines Subcommittee 11:00 am
Public Information Subcommittee 12:00 pm
Hospitals and Institutions Subcommittee 7:30 pm
Convention Subcommittee 7:00 pm
SCRW
SFV Area Service Committee 2:00 pm
SFV Activities Subcommittee 5:00 pm

March
2
3
5
pm
6
7
8
15

Phone Lines Subcommittee 11:00 am
Public Information Subcommittee 12:00 pm
Hospitals and Institutions Subcommittee 7:30 pm
Freedom Behind the Walls Subcommittee 7:00
Convention Subcommittee 7:00 pm
Website Subcommittee 12:15 pm
SFV Area Service Committee 2:00 pm
SFV Activities Subcommittee 5:00 pm

Freedom Behind the Walls Sub Committee
The FBTW subcommittee is in desperate need of men to be of
service by sponsoring addicts incarcerated in state prison.
There are currently 8 women and 7 men waiting. This commitment only takes about an hour of your time per month.
Everyone can afford to give back an hour of their time especially to carry the message to the addict still suffering giving
back what was so freely given to you. MEN! Please step up
and take at least one. Volunteers must be willing to work the
twelve steps of N.A. with them through the mail, have a minimum of 2 years clean, and have a working knowledge of the
twelve steps. It is completely anonymous and all mail is sent
to a post office box.
FBTW meets on the first Thursday of the month at 7
pm. For the address of the meeting or for more information
please contact the chair, Scotty S. (818) 942-5576
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